
Linear	functions

Examples	of	pupils’	work



Examples	are	from
• Investigation	2,	Q.	1D	"What	is	speed?”
• Investigation	3,	Q.	1C	"Explain	how	fast	the	car	is	
going	in	two	ways.”

• Investigation	4,	Q.	1A	"How	fast	is	Shakey	going?	
How	do	you	know?”

• Investigation	4,	Q.	1D	"Compare	the	equations	of	
Fast	Shakey	and	Slow	Shakey.	Describe	any	
differences”

• Investigation	4,	Q.	2	“Describe	how	time,	distance	
and	speed	are	represented…”



Investigation 2: Our First Mobile Phone Game

Our programmer has made our first mobile phone game. It uses the character Rita
The Red School Bus.

We want to compare the motion of Rita The Red School Bus in the game with the
motion we observed of the real toy, Yari.

1. Open Activity 2.1 in the Cornerstone Maths software. Click the Play button. You
will see Rita’s trip in the simulation, and the trip is represented in a graph.
Play the simulation as many times as you need to answer the following
questions:

A. How many centimetres (cm) did Rita travel?

B. How many seconds did Rita travel?

C. What was Rita’s speed?

2. Watch how the graph builds as Rita moves. Describe how the graph relates to the
simulation.
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D. In your own words, explain what is 'speed'?
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Discuss	the	responses…
• How	might	you	use	all	
or	any	of	these	
responses	to	stimulate	
a	discussion?

• What	mathematical	
language	might	you	
need	to	develop?

• How	could	you	use	the	
software	(Inv	2)	to	
support	discussion?

"What	is	speed?”	(Inv	2,	Q1D)



"Explain	how	fast	the	car	is	
going…”(Inv	3,	1C)

• Which	concepts	of	
speed	are	pupils	
using?	(i.e.	unit	rate,	overall	
distance÷overall	time,	...)

• Which	show	deeper	
understanding?



"How	fast	is	Shakey	going?	How	do	you	know?”	(Inv	4,	Q.1A)

• Which	representations	are	the	pupils	using	to	work	out	the	
speed?

• How	could	you	use	the	software	(Inv	4)	to	promote	discussion	of	
different	strategies?



"Compare	the	equations	of	Fast	Shakey	and	Slow	
Shakey…”	(Inv	4,	Q1D)

• Which	differences	is	it	important	to	focus	the	
pupils’	attentions	towards?	

• How	might	using	the	software	help?



" “Describe	how	time	distance	and	speed	are	
represented…”(Inv	4,	Q2a)

• How	will	you	use	the	software	to	enable	pupils	to	
respond	to	this	challenging	set	of	questions?


